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Astroglial–neuronal interactions are important in brain functions. However, roles of glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) in this inter-
action remain unclear in acute physiological processes. We explored this issue using the supraoptic nucleus (SON) in lactating rats. At
first, we identified the essential role of astrocytes in the milk-ejection reflex (MER) by disabling astrocytic functions via intracerebroven-
tricular application of L-aminoadipic acid (L-AAA). L-AAA blocked the MER and reduced GFAP levels in the SON. In brain slices, L-AAA
suppressed oxytocin (OT) neuronal activity and EPSCs. Suckling reduced GFAP in immunocytochemical images and in Western blots,
reductions that were partially reversed after the MER. OT, the dominant hormone mediating the MER, reduced GFAP expression in brain
slices. Tetanus toxin suppressed EPSCs but did not influence OT-reduced GFAP. Protease inhibitors did not influence OT-reduced GFAP
images but blocked the degradation of GFAP molecules. In the presence of OT, transient 12 mM K � exposure, simulating effects of
synchronized bursts before the MER, reversed OT-reduced GFAP expression. Consistently, suckling first reduced and then increased the
expression of aquaporin 4, astrocytic water channels coupled to K � channels. Moreover, GFAP molecules were associated with astrocytic
proteins, including aquaporin 4, actin, and glutamine synthetase and serine racemase. GFAP–aquaporin 4 association decreased during
initial suckling and increased after the MER, whereas opposite changes occurred between GFAP and actin. MER also decreased the
association between GFAP and glutamine synthetase. These results indicate that suckling elicits dynamic glial neuronal interactions in
the SON; GFAP plasticity dynamically reflects OT neuronal activity.
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Introduction
Astroglial–neuronal interactions are important in brain func-
tions, including homeostatic, metabolic, signaling, trophic, and
pathophysiological regulation (Tekkok and Ransom, 2004). As-
trocytic plasticity is related to glial fibrillary acidic protein
(GFAP), an astrocytic cytoskeletal component (Pekny and Pekna,
2004; Nishida and Okabe, 2007; Pekny et al., 2007). In GFAP-
negative astrocytes, density of astrocytic processes (Anderová et
al., 2001) and hyposmolality-evoked taurine release (Ding et al.,
1998) are low, whereas neuronal excitability is high (McCall et al.,
1996; Shibuki et al., 1996). In contrast to the genetic GFAP defi-
ciency, GFAP is also involved in neurotrauma, brain ischemia,
and neurodegenerative diseases. Under these conditions, astro-
cytes are reactive, accompanied by hypertrophy of astrocyte pro-
cesses and upregulation of GFAP (Pekny et al., 2007). GFAP is
molecularly associated with excitatory amino acid transporter 1
(EAAT1) [or glutamate/aspartate transporter (GLAST)] and hy-
drogen/sodium exchanger modulating proteins (Sullivan et al.,
2007). GFAP is essential in retaining EAAT1 in the plasma mem-

branes of astrocytes after a hypoxic insult (Sullivan et al., 2007);
loss of GFAP results in decreases in the expression and function of
GLAST and EAAT2 in astrocytes (Hughes et al., 2004; Li et al.,
2008). Thus, GFAP cannot only determine astrocytic morphol-
ogy but also localize astrocytic functional proteins.

In the hypothalamus, hyperosmotic challenges and lactation
cause retraction of astrocytic processes (Hatton, 2004). Retrac-
tion of astrocytic processes during lactation may facilitate syn-
chronized activation of oxytocin (OT) neurons during suckling
(Hatton, 2004), which determines a bolus release of OT and trig-
gers milk ejections. Controversially, disabling retraction of astro-
cytic processes by removal of polysialic acid from the neural cell
adhesion molecule during pregnancy did not influence OT neu-
ronal activity during suckling (Catheline et al., 2006). Although
this finding suggests that chronic retraction of astrocytic pro-
cesses is not important in astrocytic modulation of neuronal ac-
tivity in this particular system, it also suggests that some compen-
satory mechanisms (Pierre et al., 2001; Theodosis et al., 2004) are
enough to replace this astrocytic functions in chronic processes.
However, this experiment presents neither GFAP involvement
nor acute effects of astrocytic plasticity in the modulation of OT
neuronal activity. Recently, we have determined that brief suck-
ling can also cause apposition of magnocellular neurons in the
supraoptic nucleus (SON), likely resulting from retraction of as-
trocytic processes (Wang and Hatton, 2007b). It remains un-
known whether or not this type of acute astrocytic plasticity has a
causal relationship with OT neuronal activity.
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For this purpose, we used OT neurons in the SON in lactating
rats as a model to study effects of suckling stimulation on GFAP
plasticity and its interactions with OT neuronal activity. The re-
sults showed that disabling astrocytic plasticity blocked the milk-
ejection reflex (MER) and reduced neuronal excitability and clus-
tered EPSCs in OT neurons. Suckling initially caused decreases in
GFAP expression, which then reversed and became increases that
were associated with changes in local neurochemical environ-
ment. GFAP was molecularly and dynamically associated with
several functional astrocytic proteins. These results are the first to
reveal dynamic interactions between GFAP plasticity and neu-
roendocrine neuronal activity during acute physiological
processes.

Materials and Methods
All procedures in the animal experiments were in accordance with the
guidelines on the use and care of laboratory animals set by National
Institutes of Health and approved by the Institutional Animal Care and
Use Committee of the University of California, Riverside.

Drugs, antibodies, and agents used. All drugs were from Sigma except as
otherwise noted. All antibodies were products of Santa Cruz Biotechnol-
ogy except rabbit polyclonal antibody against aquaporin 4 (AQP4)
(Alomone Labs) and a mouse monoclonal antibody from Sigma. Bauer
Peptide (�-Ala-Lys-N�-AMCA), which is actively taken up by astrocytes,
was provided by Dr. K. Bauer (Max-Planck-Institut für experimentelle
Endokrinologie, Hannover, Germany). Protein G agarose beads were
from Millipore. Alexa Fluor 488-, 555-, or 647-labeled secondary anti-
bodies were from Invitrogen. All reagents for Western blots were from
GE Healthcare.

In vivo drug application. Adult female Sprague Dawley rats were used
on lactating days 8 –12. In suckling experiments, dams were separated
overnight from litters of 10 pups but one. On the following morning,
animals were anesthetized with urethane (1.2 g/kg bodyweight, i.p.) and
placed in a stereotaxic frame according to a rat brain atlas (Paxinos and
Watson, 1998). Body temperature was maintained at 36.5–38°C, and a
femoral vein was cannulated. After exposure of the dorsal surface of the
cortex, ligation, and removal of the superior sagittal sinus, an intracere-
broventricular guide cannula was implanted, via the dorsal approach, as
described previously (Okere et al., 1996). Three hours after the opera-
tion, gliotoxins, L-aminoadipic acid (L-AAA), or fluorocitrate (sodium
salt) was microinjected into the cerebroventricular system. In preparing
the L-AAA solution, 10 mM was dissolved in an artificial CSF (aCSF) by
heating and sonication immediately before application. After 1–2 h,
suckling stimulation was applied for 1 h, and the MER and litter body-
weight gains were observed.

Samples of brain tissues. SON samples were collected for both in vivo
and in vitro experiments. In suckling experiments, lactating rats were
separated from all 10 pups for 4 h and then divided into the following
three groups: non-suckling group, suckling group (suckling for 5–10 min
before the first MER), and MER group (suckling until the third or fourth
milk ejections occurred). After decapitation, the brains were quickly re-
moved (within 30 s) and immersed in oxygenated, ice-cold slicing solu-
tion (one-thirds 10% sucrose plus two-thirds regular aCSF) for 1–2 min,
to stop metabolic activity. The regular aCSF contained the following (in
mM): 126 NaCl, 3 KCl, 1.3 MgSO4, 2.4 CaCl2, 1.3 NaH2PO4, 26 NaHCO3,
10 glucose, and 0.2 ascorbic acid, pH 7.4 adjusted with 3-[N-
morpholino] propanesulfonic acid (�2 mM) and was gassed with 95%
O2/5% CO2. Brains were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde solution for 72 h
at 4°C, then cut into 40-�m-thick sections, and subjected to immuno-
staining. In separate groups of rats, brains were sliced (200 �m); SONs
were punched out of slices and lysed for Western blots immediately. To
reduce the variability of results from different slices/sections, punches of
equivalent size and location in the SON were assigned to different treat-
ment groups.

To obtain in vitro samples for studying mechanisms underlying GFAP
plasticity, SONs were sampled in rats. Coronal hypothalamic slices, 200
�m thick, were sectioned and preincubated at room temperature (RT)

(21–23°C) for 1 h in oxygenated aCSF. Slices were then treated with
different drugs before being fixed for immunocytochemistry or lysed for
Western blots as described in Results.

Immunocytochemistry. In observing effects of suckling on GFAP ex-
pression, immunocytochemistry was performed as described previously
(Hatton et al., 1987; Wang and Hatton, 2007b) with minor modification.
In brief, hypothalamic slices containing the SON were permeated with
0.3% Triton X-100 for 30 min, and nonspecific binding sites to antibod-
ies were blocked by incubation of the sections in 0.3% gelatin for 30 min.
The slices were incubated with antibodies against OT and vasopressin
neurophysins (NPs) (goat, 1:400 dilution from 200 �g/ml stock) and
against GFAP (mouse, 1:300) or AQP4 (rabbit, 1:300) overnight at 4°C
and then incubated with donkey antibodies against goat (Alexa Fluor 647
labeled, 1:1000), mouse (Alexa Fluor 488 labeled, 1:1000), and rabbit
(Alexa Fluor 555 labeled, 1:1000) for 1.5 h at RT. Finally, Hoechst (1:500
for 15 min) was added to label the nuclei in all samples except the groups
of slices that were preloaded with Bauer Peptide (20 �M, 35°C, 2 h).
Sections were examined with a laser scanning confocal microscope (Leica
TCP SP2) in sequential scanning mode, single- and Z-series sectioned
(0.5 �m thick for each section).

Western blots and immunoprecipitation. The methods for protein ex-
periments were performed as reported previously (Wang and Hatton,
2007a,b). In brief, SON lysates were sonicated and centrifuged to remove
insoluble components. Concentration of proteins was assayed using BCA
protein assay reagents of Pierce and Synergy 2 plate reader (BioTek In-
struments). In each treatment, 60 �g of protein was loaded and separated
on 10% SDS-PAGE gels. Protein was transferred onto polyvinylidene
difluoride (PVDF) membranes at 4°C. After pretreatment with 5% milk
solids for 1 h at RT, protein membranes were then incubated with anti-
bodies against GFAP (mouse or goat, 1:500, overnight at 4°C), rabbit
actin (1:500, 4 h at RT), rabbit total extracellular signal-regulated protein
kinase 2 (1:1000, 1 h at RT), or mouse tubulin (1:500, overnight at 4°C),
respectively. Protein bands were visualized on the second day using
horseradish peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibodies and an en-
hanced chemiluminescence system. Stripping of membranes and rep-
robes with different antibodies were applied when two target proteins
having similar molecular weight were examined. All data were collected
at least in triplicate.

In immunoprecipitation, total lysates were precleared with protein G
agarose beads to reduce nonspecific binding. Immunoprecipitating an-
tibody (mouse GFAP, 1.5 �g) was added to SON lysates (1000 –1500
�g/500 �l) to form an immunocomplex. After overnight incubation at
4°C, the immunocomplexes were captured by adding 50 �l of protein G
agarose bead slurry and gently rocking for 2 h at 4°C. The agarose bead
immunocomplexes were collected by a pulse centrifugation. After dis-
carding the supernatant and washing the beads three times with ice-cold
buffer, the agarose beads were resuspended in 50 �l of 2� sample buffer
and mixed gently. Beads were boiled for 10 min to dissociate the immu-
nocomplex. The beads were removed after centrifugation, and the super-
natant was run on 10% SDS-PAGE gels. Protein was then transferred to
PVDF membranes. Target proteins on the membrane were detected us-
ing Western blots as indicated in Results.

In vitro electrophysiology. The patch-clamp recordings were the same
as described previously (Wang and Hatton, 2007a,b). Briefly, 300-�m-
thick coronal brain slices containing the SON were obtained from lactat-
ing rats. Whole-cell patch-clamp recordings were obtained from magno-
cellular neurons under visual guidance through an upright microscope.
Patch-pipette filling solution contained the following components (in
mM): 145 K-gluconate, 10 KCl, 1 MgCl2, 10 HEPES, 1 EGTA, 0.01 CaCl2,
2 Mg-ATP, and 0.5 Na2-GTP, pH 7.3, adjusted with KOH. In the record-
ings, 0.05% Lucifer yellow (K � salt) was added to the pipette solution to
mark the recorded neurons. An Axopatch 200B amplifier (Molecular
Devices) was used to collect electrical signals that were filtered and sam-
pled at 5 kHz by Clampex 10 software through a 1320 analog-to-digital/
digital-to-analog converter (Molecular Devices). Data were stored in a
computer for offline analysis.

Data collection and analysis. Data analysis for immunocytochemistry,
Western blots, and patch-clamp recordings have been described previ-
ously (Wang and Hatton, 2007a,b) with minor modification. In evaluat-
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ing GFAP expression in confocal images, the fluorescence intensity in
each channel was normalized to a standard curve (1–256) to allow for
comparison (and averaging) of separate experiments. The background
level was set as 1 through minimum baseline correction using Leica LCS
Lite software. ANOVA, paired or nonpaired t test, two-sample Kolmog-
orov–Smirnov test, Wilcoxon’s rank test, and binormial test were used
for statistical analyses when appropriate, as instructed by SigmaStat pro-
gram, and p � 0.05 was considered significant. When large variances
occurred, square-root or log transformations were applied to minimize
the interference of individual data with the evaluation of significance
levels. All measures were expressed as mean � SEM in the percentage of
controls, except as otherwise indicated in Results.

Results
The relationship between astrocytic plasticity in the SON and
suckling-evoked MER was first examined in whole animals. The
interaction between astrocytes and OT neurons, a prerequisite
for the MER, was then linked to GFAP plasticity through exami-
nation of EPSCs, GFAP images, and GFAP proteins. The expres-
sion of GFAP was further associated with the neurochemical
events surrounding OT neurons in brain slices by simulating OT
increases and transient K� increases that occur at different stages
of suckling. Finally, the functional basis of GFAP involvement in
astrocytic modulation of OT neuronal activity was explored us-
ing coimmunoprecipitation.

Dependence of OT neuronal activity on astrocytic plasticity
A common method to evaluate astrocytic participation in neuro-
nal activity is to disable astrocytic functions using gliotoxins.
L-AAA can inhibit glutamine synthetase (Glu-Syn) and Na�-
dependent glutamate reuptake in astrocytes (Pannicke et al.,
1994) and effectively influence neuronal activity within 30 min
(Baudoux and Parker, 2008). In the SON, the specificity of L-AAA
on astrocytes has not been evaluated. Therefore, we first observed
the effects of L-AAA on glutamine-modulated GFAP and Glu-Syn
in brain slices in immunocytochemistry. We found that glu-
tamine (0.1 mM, 15 min) significantly increased the expression of
GFAP and Glu-Syn in the SON; this effect of glutamine was sup-
pressed by pretreatment of slices with L-AAA (0.25 mM, 30 min)
(data not shown). Because both GFAP and Glu-Syn are astrocytic
markers, the blocking effects of L-AAA on glutamine actions sup-
port a direct action of L-AAA on supraoptic astrocytes. Based on
this finding, we observed effect of intracerebroventricular appli-
cation of L-AAA (10 mM, 1 �l) on the MER. In six lactating rats,
none of them showed the MER during 1 h suckling of 10 pups
after L-AAA. Similar to the effect of L-AAA, application of fluo-
rocitrate (100 mM, 1 �l, 2 h), another gliotoxin, also blocked the
MER during 1 h suckling (n � 3). However, the control rats with
intracerebroventricular aCSF application (n � 9) all showed nor-
mal MER, as indicated by simultaneous stretching responses of
pups during milk ejections. Together, the litter bodyweight gains
(14.9 � 2.5% of the control) were significantly low ( p � 0.05) in
rats receiving gliotoxins after 1 h suckling. Because MER results
from suckling-evoked synchronized activation in burst firing of
OT neurons in the SON and paraventricular nuclei (Belin and
Moos, 1986), the inhibitory effect of intracerebroventricular
L-AAA suggests widespread inhibition of OT neuronal activity.

Because direct targets of L-AAA were not localized by intrace-
rebroventricular drug applications, we further tested the effects
of L-AAA on SON neuronal activity in patch-clamp recordings
from hypothalamic slices. L-AAA (0.25–1 mM, 10 –30 min; n �
14) significantly reduced SON neuronal firing activity (Fig. 1A)
in a dose-dependent manner. High levels of L-AAA (1 mM) often
(seven of nine recordings) caused disruption of the stability of

whole-cell configuration after 10 min perfusion. Low levels of
L-AAA (0.25 mM) or fluorocitrate (1 mM) similarly reduced the
firing rate of SON neurons (4.0 � 0.9 vs 2.0 � 0.7 Hz; p � 0.05;
n � 5). Similarly, L-AAA also significantly influenced spontane-
ous EPSCs. High levels of L-AAA (1 mM) completely suppressed
EPSCs after 10 –20 min perfusion (Fig. 1B1), whereas low levels
(0.25 mM) slowly but persistently reduced the frequency of tonic
EPSCs (Fig. 1B2). After pretreatment of slices with L-AAA, OT
did not significantly influence the frequency and amplitude of
EPSCs (Fig. 1C), suggesting that OT may influence EPSCs in a
manner similar to L-AAA.

In previous studies (Wang and Hatton, 2004, 2007a), we
found that burst generation was associated with clustered EPSCs.
If astrocytic plasticity is associated with bursts/MER, L-AAA may
also influence this patterned EPSC activity. The clusters (Fig.
2A1) were composed of long-duration events (1.0 –9 ms at half-
width) but not those short-duration events (0.3–1.5 ms at half-
width), both of which existed in tonic EPSCs. OT (10 pM, 30 min)
significantly increased the instantaneous frequency but decreased
EPSC amplitude in the clusters (Fig. 2A2,B). Compared with the
control (Fig. 2A1,B), during L-AAA application (0.25 mM, 30
min), the duration of EPSC clusters (Fig. 2A3) and the half-width
of EPSCs (4.5 � 0.6 ms in control vs 2.2 � 0.4 ms in L-AAA) were
reduced significantly, whereas their amplitude and frequency,
and rise and decay time constants (tau) remained unchanged
(Fig. 2B). In the presence of L-AAA, the effects of OT on the
clusters were reduced significantly (Fig. 2A4 and 2B), indicating
involvement of astrocytes in both spontaneous and OT-evoked
EPSC clustering. To remove the influence of neuronal firing ac-
tivity on EPSCs, TTX was applied. In the presence of TTX (Fig.
2A5,B), clustered EPSCs could still be observed, but the ampli-
tude and instantaneous frequency were lower and rise tau was
slower than in controls. Analysis of cumulative probability of
amplitude distribution of these miniature EPSCs in the clusters
showed a clear separation of the curve of clusters from that im-
mediately before the event (n � 24; p � 0.05), with significantly
high amplitude and frequency in the clusters. This result indi-
cates that the generation of clustered EPSCs involves both pre-
synaptic and postsynaptic neurons. In the presence of TTX (Fig.
2A6,B), the amplitude and instantaneous frequency were lower,
frequency was higher, and rise tau became slower in response to
OT compared with OT actions only (Fig. 2B). This result, to-
gether with the effect of TTX only, suggests that firing activity has
a facilitatory effect on amplitude and instantaneous frequency
but an inhibitory effect on intraclustering frequency of the clus-
ters. It is also possible that some extrasynaptic glutamate release
was involved after blocking action potentials. After pretreatment
of slices with L-AAA (Fig. 2A7), TTX failed to further reduce the
cluster amplitude (35.8 � 5.2 to 15.9 � 0.6 and 35.5 � 3.5 pA in
control, TTX, and TTX plus L-AAA, respectively; n � 17, 24, and
4, respectively), although the duration (39.1 � 11.7 vs 11.2 �
3.1 s) of clusters and their rising tau (11.6 � 2.2 vs 5.8 � 1.0 ms)
were shortened significantly ( p � 0.01) in the presence of L-AAA.
These changes are summarized in Figure 2B. These results indi-
cate that TTX did not interrupt the clustered features of EPSCs
modulated by L-AAA; L-AAA likely removed extrasynaptic re-
lease of glutamate. In the other words, astrocytes played a domi-
nant role in shaping the features of clustered EPSCs, although
firing activity was also involved. Finally, pretreatment of slices
with L-AAA for 7–20 h significantly reduced or even completely
removed EPSCs; no clustered EPSCs were observed in the control
(L-AAA treatment only; n � 14) or in response to OT (n � 7).
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From these results, we tentatively believe
that astrocytic plasticity is the final source
of tonic and clustered EPSCs.

Rapid changes in GFAP plasticity
during suckling
The observed influences of L-AAA on OT
neuronal activity were not likely via its in-
hibition of glutamate transporters (Pan-
nicke et al., 1994). Inhibition of glutamate
transporters can increase extracellular am-
bient glutamate and enhance EPSCs, at
least at its initial actions. However, L-AAA
did not increase excitatory synaptic trans-
mission but decreased it. Although this ef-
fect could partially result from decreased
activity of Glu-Syn and lack of supplement
of glutamine to neurons, the changes in
clustered EPSCs by L-AAA, e.g., short du-
ration, quick rise tau, and higher ampli-
tude in the TTX, suggest involvement of
astrocytic functions in addition to gluta-
mate metabolism. This view is in agree-
ment with the finding that L-AAA disrup-
tion of neuronal activity is not attributable
to lack of ambient glutamate (Baudoux
and Parker, 2008), at least in a short time
course.

In previous work, we found that suck-
ling changed astrocytic morphology
(Wang and Hatton, 2007b), which is usu-
ally associated with GFAP plastic changes
(Weinstein et al., 1991). Thus, we further
observed effects of intracerebroventricular
application of L-AAA and fluorocitrate on
GFAP expression in the SON. The result
showed that L-AAA (10 mM, 1 �l, 1 h; n �
3) reduced GFAP levels �20% in confocal
images compared with the rats receiving
intracerebroventricular aCSF only (Fig.
2C1). Similar results to L-AAA were also
observed after intracerebroventricular ap-
plication of fluorocitrate (100 mM, 1 �l,
2 h), which also markedly reduced GFAP
levels. To examine whether these gliotox-
ins acted directly on astrocytes in the SON,
we further tested effects of L-AAA (0.25
mM, 30 min) on GFAP expression in the
brain slices (Fig. 2C2). L-AAA treatment
significantly ( p � 0.05; n � 7) reduced
GFAP staining in the SON (82.5 � 7.3% of
control), indicating that GFAP expression
in the SON was involved in the disruption
of the MER by L-AAA.

If GFAP plasticity is involved in as-
trocytic modulation of OT neuronal ac-
tivity, suckling should also change GFAP
expression in the SON. Thus, we further
examined GFAP expression in the SON
during suckling with immunocytochem-
istry and Western blotting. As shown in
Figure 3A1, suckling for 5–10 min
caused a general reduction of GFAP

Figure 1. Effects of disabling astrocytic functions on OT neuronal activity in lactating rats. A–C, Whole-cell patch-clamp
recordings in brain slices containing SON. A, Exemplary current-clamp recording showing firing activity before, during, and after
bath application of L-AAA (0.25 mM) at initial membrane potential of �60 mV. B, Exemplary voltage-clamp recordings of tonic
spontaneous EPSCs at �70 mV. B1, Effects of 1 mM L-AAA. B2. Effects of 0.25 mM L-AAA. Recordings showing full traces (top) and
their expanded episodes (bottom) as indicated by arrows. C, Effects of OT (10 pM) on EPSCs in the presence of L-AAA. C1, Exemplary
recording. C2, Summary bar graphs showing percentage changes relative to controls in frequency and amplitude in response to
L-AAA and OT (n � 6). *p � 0.05 compared with the control.
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staining in the SON in confocal microscopy. The diameters of
GFAP filaments decreased, whereas the number of astrocytic
somata with stronger GFAP staining increased markedly.
These changes were partially reversed immediately after the

MER, i.e., number and intensity of
GFAP filaments increased from a low
level during initial stage of suckling,
whereas their diameters became thicker.
GFAP-positive somata remained large,
but the intensity of their GFAP staining
weakened. Considering that quantifica-
tion of single scanning images in confo-
cal microscopy may not represent the
whole section of the staining, even ran-
domized, we further verified the GFAP
plasticity using Z-series scanning (Fig.
3A2) and fluorescence microscopy (Fig.
3A3). Consistently, all the three methods
yielded similar results. Because Z-stacks
went through all sections of a GFAP fil-
ament and fluorescence microscopy re-
vealed the sum of GFAP staining in all
sections, the results strongly support the
findings of single-scanning-based analy-
sis of the confocal microscopic images
(Fig. 3A4 ). Consistent with confocal im-
ages, analyzing GFAP proteins in West-
ern blots showed that suckling signifi-
cantly decreased GFAP protein levels in
the SON, which partially recovered after
the MER, i.e., biphasic or reversible. In-
terestingly, the partial reversal of GFAP
levels at 50 kDa bands at the MER (Fig.
3B1) was accompanied by significant in-
creases in the small fragments of GFAP
(Fig. 3B2). This result suggests that suck-
ling at initial stage might strongly in-
crease depolymerization of GFAP fila-
ments and completely degrade some
GFAP molecules, whereas the MER in-
creased both GFAP polymerization and
formation of GFAP fragments.

Suckling-reduced GFAP by direct action
of OT on astrocytes
Suckling changes the neurochemical envi-
ronment in the SON (Crowley and Arm-
strong, 1992), which may influence GFAP
plasticity. OT is a critical mediator of
suckling-evoked MER (Wakerley et al.,
1994) and can cause acute retraction of as-
trocytic processes (Wang and Hatton,
2007b). Thus, it is likely that OT also me-
diates suckling-elicited GFAP reduction.
To test this hypothesis, OT was applied to
slices from lactating rats at different times
and doses, and then confocal images of
GFAP immunostaining were analyzed
(Fig. 4A). To link GFAP with astrocytic
morphology, before OT treatment, the
slices were loaded with Bauer Peptide, an
astrocyte-specific fluorescent dipeptide
(Dieck et al., 1999; Espallergues et al.,

2007). In response to OT (10 pM, 5 min), the Bauer Peptide-
filled astrocytic processes became clearer and formed bundles,
whereas more Bauer Peptide in astrocytes was accumulated in
the somata. As time elapsed (from 5 min to 30 min), Bauer

Figure 2. Clustered EPSCs and their sources. A, Exemplary clustered EPSCs (left) and their expanded episodes (right) under
different conditions in brain slices. Each example is taken from a period of 30 min recording at a holding membrane potential�70
mV. A1, A2, In normal aCSF and in 10 pM OT. A3, A4, In the presence of 0.25 mM L-AAA without (A3) and with OT (A4 ). A5–A7, In
the presence of 0.5 �M TTX, TTX plus 10 pM OT or plus 0.25 mM L-AAA on miniature EPSCs. B, Bar graphs showing the amplitude
(B1), frequency (B2), duration (B3), rise time constant (tau; B4 ), decay tau (B5), and instantaneous frequency (Inst. Freq.; B6 )
of the clustered EPSCs under different conditions as marked in the graphs. *p � 0.05 and **p � 0.01 compared with the control;
†p � 0.05 and ‡p � 0.01 compared with OT only. The numbers in parentheses in B1 are that of clustering events. C, Confocal
images showing immunostaining for GFAP and neurophysins (NPs) of OT and vasopressin. C1, Effect of intracerebroventricular
application of L-AAA (10 mM, 1 �l, 1.5 h). C2, Effects of incubation of brain slice in the presence of L-AAA (0.25 mM, 30 min) on GFAP
expression.
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Figure 3. GFAP expression in the SON at different stages of suckling. A, Microscopic images. A1, Exemplary images in single-scan model showing nuclei, GFAP, neurophysins (NPs), their merges,
and insets (from left to right) in rats, non-suckling (NS), during suckling (S), and immediately after suckling-induced MER. The insets show the special areas in the merge channel indicated by the
arrows (GFAP filaments, left insets) or arrowheads (GFAP at somata, right insets). A2, GFAP images in Z-stack model of confocal microscopy with 0.5 �m distance between (Figure legend continues.)
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Peptide-loaded astrocytic processes reduced in length and
width gradually, indicating retraction of functional astrocytic
processes. Thus, despite the increased loading in astrocytic
somata, astrocytic volume tended to be reduced in response to
OT (Fig. 4 A2). Before OT treatment, expression of GFAP was
loosely compacted in perinuclear areas of astrocytes; GFAP
filaments were more aligned, forming clear bundles. OT time
dependently reduced GFAP-positive components. In response
to 10 pM OT, GFAP expression was slightly but significantly
reduced at 5–10 min and further reduced after 30 min (Fig.
4 A1,A2). Similar to the temporal effects of small concentra-
tion of OT, increasing OT levels from 10 pM to 1 nM (n � 6)
dose dependently decreased GFAP expression (Fig. 4 A3). The
changes in GFAP expression were, in general, consistent with
Bauer Peptide uptake in astrocytic processes. However, the
dramatically increased somatic size (shown by Bauer Peptide)
but not GFAP staining at the somata indicates that GFAP
expression can differ from the morphological changes in dif-
ferent microdomains in astrocytes.

In support of GFAP morphological plasticity, additional anal-
ysis of GFAP proteins in Western blots showed that OT time and
dose dependently modulated GFAP expression. Increasing the
time of OT application (10 pM, 0, 5, and 30 min) gradually re-
duced 50 kDa GFAP levels, which did not significantly change the
expression of small fragments of GFAP (Fig. 4B1). However,
changing the levels of OT (30 min, 0, 10 pM, 1 nM) differentially
influenced GFAP protein expression. OT at 10 pM significantly
decreased 50 kDa GFAP; at 1 nM, OT weakened the decrease of 50
kDa GFAP but increased GFAP small fragments (Fig. 4B2). The
results are summarized in Figure 4B3. It is noteworthy that 10 pM

OT time dependently reduced GFAP expression in the confocal
images and in protein levels. Meanwhile, despite reducing GFAP
images, 1 nM OT restored 50 kDa GFAP and increased GFAP
fragments. The effect of high levels of OT on GFAP protein ex-
pression was similar to that after the MER. This suggests that high
concentration of OT in the SON may occur around the MER and
is partially responsible for GFAP expression changes. However,
the reversal of GFAP filaments in confocal images was not evoked
by OT, suggesting involvement of some other mechanisms in
GFAP repolymerization.

Microscopic images cannot distinguish depolymerization
of GFAP filaments from degradation of GFAP monomers. To
differentiate these two processes, we further observed effects
of protease inhibitors on OT-evoked GFAP reduction. Pre-
treatment of slices with a mixture of protease inhibitors (0.5�
from 100� stocking solution; P8340; Sigma) for 30 min sig-
nificantly enhanced the intensity of GFAP images (132 � 5.7%
of control with same solvent as the inhibitors; p � 0.05; n � 4)
but did not significantly influence OT (0.1 nM, 30 min)-
reduced GFAP expression (Fig. 4C1). This result indicates that
OT reduced GFAP levels in microscopic images by promoting
GFAP depolymerization. Moreover, in Western blotting (Fig.
4C2), the small GFAP fragments disappeared after pretreat-

ment of the slices with the protease inhibitors with or without
OT, indicating the existence of a basal level of protease activity
and GFAP degradation in the SON. Together with the changes
in confocal images, this result indicates that low levels of OT
increase GFAP depolymerization and inhibit GFAP synthesis
or remove GFAP antigens, although high levels of OT enhance
GFAP assembling and degradation (not simply dissembling)
simultaneously.

OT has multiple targets in the SON (Gimpl and Fahren-
holz, 2001). Although OT receptors exist on both neurons and
astrocytes in the SON (Wang and Hatton, 2006), OT could
influence GFAP expression indirectly. Therefore, we further
tested effects of OT on GFAP expression after treatment of
slices with tetanus toxin (TeTx), an agent that blocks synaptic
vesicle release from the OT-secreting system (Halpern et al., 1990;
de Kock et al., 2003). As shown in Figure 5A, treatment of slices with
TeTx (10 nM, 2–4 h) almost completely suppressed EPSCs (4.6�1.0
vs 0.4 � 0.2 events/s before and after TeTx; n � 8) and blocked
OT-evoked EPSC reduction (Wang and Hatton, 2007a), indicating
effective suppression of synaptic vesicle release. In the presence of
TeTx, OT application could still reduce GFAP staining (Fig. 5B),
which was 70.4 � 3.5% of the control ( p � 0.01; n � 6). Thus,
OT-evoked GFAP reduction was very likely a direct action of OT on
astrocytes.

Suckling-evoked GFAP reexpansion by transiently increasing
extracellular K � levels
Increased OT release in the SON during suckling (Neumann et
al., 1993) can explain GFAP reduction before MER occur-
rence; however, this does not explain the reversal of GFAP
images after the MER. The most dramatic neuronal event in
the SON during suckling is the synchronized bursting in OT
neurons (Belin and Moos, 1986). Synchronized bursts can
increase extracellular K � in the SON (Leng and Shibuki, 1987)
and in turn promote astrocytic uptake of K � and water (Walz
and Wuttke, 1999), facilitating reexpansion of astrocytic pro-
cesses. To test this hypothesis, we observed effects of transient
exposure of the slices to high K � (12 mM, 30 s) during incu-
bation of the slices with OT (0.1 nM, 20 min) on GFAP expres-
sion in immunostaining and Western blots. The result showed
that the transient high K � stimulation significantly increased
GFAP filaments (Fig. 6 A1,A2) as well as GFAP proteins (Fig.
6 A3,A4 ). This result is consistent with the facts that K � chan-
nels are abundant on astrocytes in the SON (Armstrong et al.,
2005), and burst firing can activate membrane K � channels on
neighboring astrocytes (Gommerat and Gola, 1996).

K� channel activity is closely associated with water transpor-
tation. AQP4 (a water channel protein) is coexpressed with K�

channels (Nagelhus et al., 2004); the clearance of high extracellu-
lar K� needs AQP4 (Amiry-Moghaddam et al., 2003; Simard and
Nedergaard, 2004; Binder et al., 2006). AQP4 is richly expressed
in the SON (Badaut et al., 2000) and can be upregulated by acti-
vation of V1a receptors (Niermann et al., 2001), a target of OT
(Rosso et al., 2002, 2004). If extracellular K� levels are indeed
involved in the process of suckling/MER, then AQP4 expression
should also show dynamic changes during the suckling. This hy-
pothesis is supported by the following observations. AQP4 was
heavily expressed in the SON in lactating rats (Fig. 6B1). Suckling
significantly ( p � 0.05; n � 6) reduced AQP4 intensity, which
was partially reversed after the occurrence of MER (Fig. 6B2).
Consistent with the images, suckling also caused dual changes in
AQP4 proteins, i.e., decreases first and then reversal after the
MER (Fig. 6B3,B4). Whether the MER-evoked AQP4 reversal

4

(Figure legend continued.) two consecutive sections. A3, GFAP images in fluorescence micros-
copy (FM) of 400� amplification. A4, Summary graphs (n � 6) for A1 showing relative inten-
sity of GFAP at different stages of suckling. B, GFAP expression in Western blots. B1, Exemplary
bands from left to right showing GFAP proteins (top) during non-suckling, suckling, and the
MER and their corresponding loading controls with actin (bottom). B2, Summary graphs (n �
3) showing relative amounts of GFAP to the control (NS) in the whole bands, bands at 50 kDa
(full size), and their smaller fragments, respectively. *p � 0.05 and **p � 0.01 compared with
non-suckling; †p � 0.05 compared with suckling. Other annotations refer to Figure 2.
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was achieved by activation of V1a receptors by a higher level of
OT remains to be tested. These results support a correlative rela-
tionship between GFAP expression and K� and water homeosta-
sis in the SON.

Molecular association of GFAP with astrocytic structural and
functional proteins during suckling
GFAP influences neuronal activity by many approaches (Tekkok
and Ransom, 2004). Molecular associations between GFAP and as-

Figure 4. Effects of OT on astrocytic plasticity in the SON. A, GFAP expression in astrocytes in brain slices. A1, Exemplary images of neurophysins (NPs), GFAP, Bauer Peptide (B-P), their merges,
and insets (from left to right) at 0, 5, and 30 min of OT treatment. A2, Summary graphs showing relative intensity of Bauer Peptide loading (n � 3) and GFAP staining (n � 8) relative to the control
(OT at 0 min). *p � 0.05 and **p � 0.01 compared with 0 min; †p � 0.05 compared with 5 min. A3, GFAP images in response to different concentrations of OT (30 min). B, GFAP expression in
Western blots. B1, Exemplary bands (from left to right) showing GFAP proteins (top, using mouse antibody from Sigma, G3893) and the loading controls (actin, bottom) at 0, 5, and 30 min of 10 pM

OT treatment. B2, GFAP and actin at 30 min of 0, 10 pM, and 1 nM OT treatments. B3, Summary graphs (n � 3) showing relative amounts of GFAP to the control in the whole bands, bands at 50 kDa
(full size), and the smaller fragments, respectively. *p � 0.05 and **p � 0.01 compared with control (0 OT); †p � 0.05 compared with 10 pM OT. C, Effect of protease inhibitors (PI) on OT-evoked
GFAP expression. C1, Exemplary confocal images showing GFAP expression in control, OT (0.1 nM, 30 min), a mixture of protease inhibitors (45 min), and protease inhibitors (starting 15 min before)
plus OT (0.1 nM, 30 min) as labeled. C2, GFAP expression in Western blots. Top panel shows bands of GFAP (top) and tubulin (loading control; bottom); bottom panel shows graphs (n � 4)
summarizing whole GFAP proteins (left) and GFAP at 50 kDa (right). Other annotations refer to Figures 2 and 3.
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trocytic functional molecules (Sullivan et al., 2007) are an important
approach in astrocytic plasticity. In the SON, it remains unknown
whether suckling/OT stimulation influences OT neuronal activity
by altering molecular associations between GFAP and astrocyte
functional proteins. Thus, we tested the hypothesis that astrocytes
influence OT neuronal activity by changing molecular associations
between GFAP and other structural and functional molecules of
astrocytes.

Among many astrocytic proteins, AQP4, actin, Glu-Syn, and
serine racemase are particularly interesting. Burst firing causes astro-
cytic swelling (Anderová et al., 2001). The MER was accompanied by
expression of AQP4 that was in parallel with GFAP changes. In spi-
nal cord white matter, the overlap between AQP4 and GFAP is al-
most complete (Vitellaro-Zuccarello et al., 2005), suggesting that
AQP4 is a binding partner of GFAP. Actin is a dynamic astrocytic
cytoskeletal element (Wang and Hatton, 2007b). Astrocytic process
elongation and branching are related to redistribution of both GFAP
and actin filaments (Boran and Garcia, 2007). Thus, GFAP may link
astrocytic membrane via molecular association with actin. Glu-Syn
(Albrecht and Norenberg, 2006; Mong and Blutstein, 2006) and
serine racemase (Oliet and Mothet, 2006) are both astrocytic en-
zymes involving glutamate metabolism or actions. Their expression
levels and spatiotemporal distribution are important for astrocytic
modulation of neuronal activity and may also be under intensive
modulation of GFAP. To test these possibilities, coimmunoprecipi-
tation of GFAP with AQP4, actin, Glu-Syn, and serine racemase was

performed at different stages of suckling.
The results from three replicates showed that
suckling temporarily decreased GFAP asso-
ciations with AQP4 (Fig. 7A) but increased
GFAP association with actin (Fig. 7B), which
were reversed after the MER. Suckling
tended to reduce GFAP association with
Glu-Syn after the MER (Fig. 7C). However,
the association between GFAP and serine
racemase (Fig. 7D) had no significant change
(averaged changes, �20% of non-suckling
in three samples) despite decreases of serine
racemase in confocal images during suckling
and increases after the MER (data not
shown). These results support the possibility
that GFAP can influence OT neuronal activ-
ity by acutely changing molecular associa-
tions between GFAP and other functional
proteins. It also suggests that serine racemase
may not function via molecular interactions
with GFAP.

Discussion
In the present study, we found that GFAP
plasticity dynamically reflects OT neuronal
activity via neurogenic neurochemical
changes; this plasticity in turn modulates OT
neuronal activity by changing GFAP-
associated water transportation, morphol-
ogy, and glutamate metabolism in
astrocytes.

GFAP plasticity during suckling
GFAP is composed of head, rod (body), and
tail domains and is posttranslationally mod-
ified by phosphorylation and proteolysis
(Inagaki et al., 1990). GFAP can form differ-
ent sized filaments via interconnection

and/or bundling with other cytoskeletal components, e.g., vimentin
(Mercier and Hatton, 2004). Depolymerized GFAP filaments can
produce GFAP monomers, dimmers, and tetramers; dissembled
and degraded GFAP monomers generate GFAP fragments, which
may make GFAP invisible in light microscopic images at the initial
period of suckling. GFAP usually appeared at 50 kDa bands in West-
ern blotting; however, degraded/dissembled GFAP may not be de-
tected by antibody depending on whether GFAP antigens exist.
Thus, the reversal of GFAP images after the MER should be related to
simultaneous increases in reassembling of different domains and
polymerization of GFAP filaments. It remains to be tested whether
there is new protein synthesis. Meanwhile, there was also a trend
toward increases in degrading or incomplete reassembling of GFAP
because GFAP fragments also increased in abundance. This bidirec-
tional result may reflect microdomain-specific GFAP dynamics, e.g.,
degraded/dissembled in the somata and assembled/polymerized in
the processes (Fig. 3A).

Suckling increases somatodendritic release of OT, first in low
levels and then to high levels (Neumann et al., 1993). In this study, a
small increase of OT (10 pM) simulated the effect of suckling on
GFAP at the initial stage; high levels of OT (1 nM) increased GFAP
depolymerization and fragmentation. OT at high levels might acti-
vate proteases while increasing production of GFAP monomers but
did not promote GFAP polymerization. Thus, the MER-elicited re-
expansion of GFAP filaments must be attributable to some factors

Figure 5. Effects of OT on GFAP expression after blocking synaptic release. A, Effects of OT (10 pM) on EPSCs after pretreatment
of slices with TeTx (10 nM, 2 h). A1, Exemplary voltage-clamp recordings. A2, Summary graphs (n � 8) showing the averaged
frequency, amplitude, and instantaneous frequency in control, OT, and washout of OT. B, Confocal images showing effects of OT
(10 pM, 30 min) on GFAP expression after the pretreatment of slices with tetanus toxin. Other annotations refer to Figures 1–3.
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other than OT. Simulating the transient
change in extracellular K� levels during syn-
chronized bursts (Leng and Shibuki, 1987)
revealed that high K� increased GFAP levels
as seen in confocal microscopy and Western
blotting. This finding is consistent with a
previous report that cell swelling and in-
crease in GFAP are evoked in isolated rat spi-
nal cords by 50 mM K� (Syková et al., 1999).
Thus, GFAP plasticity dynamically reflects
patterned neuronal activity.

GFAP plasticity and
astrocytic morphology
Changes in GFAP stability primarily deter-
mine the morphology of astrocytes and glio-
sis (Weinstein et al., 1991; Pekny and Pekna,
2004; Boran and Garcia, 2007; Sizonenko et
al., 2008). Using a suckling events-matched
sampling method, we have revealed the dy-
namic process of GFAP plasticity during
suckling. The plastic changes in GFAP fila-
ments were accompanied by synergistic al-
terations in AQP4 expression during the ini-
tial stages of suckling and the MER in
morphology and molecular interactions. Be-
cause AQP4 expression on astrocytic mem-
branes is essential for water and ion trans-
portation, a basis of cell swelling and
shrinkage, the synergistic changes between
GFAP and AQP4 support the proposal that
GFAP expression reflects morphological
changes in astrocytes at different stages of
suckling. In fact, reduction of GFAP during
suckling is temporally associated with the re-
traction of astrocytic processes, as reported previously (Wang and
Hatton, 2007b). The question is whether GFAP reexpansion after
the MER also indicates an expansion of astrocytic processes. Based
on the morphology of immunostaining of filamentous actin be-
tween neighboring neurons in the SON, our previous observation
did not show a reexpansion of astrocytic processes after the MER
(Wang and Hatton, 2007b). However, this finding did not exclude
subtle or transient changes in the astrocytic processes on the MER
attributable to the following factors. First, the resolution of present
techniques may not be high enough to detect such a change. In
immunostaining, the cellular apposition or retraction of astrocytic
processes was defined as “intercellular space or the membrane fila-
mentous actin thickness had to be �1 �m” (Wang and Hatton,
2007b), which is different from classical definition of glial retraction
or cellular apposition (�200 nm) (Hatton, 2004), based on electron
microscopy. Thus, a change in the diameters of astrocytic processes
�1 �m is not detectable with light microscopy. The subtle changes
in astrocytic processes are likely because astrocytes have a well devel-
oped cytoskeleton, which makes astrocytes resistant to cell swelling
in response to hyposmotic stimulation (Tomita et al., 2003). Second,
the outlines of astrocytes are only partially represented by GFAP as
Bauer Peptide-loading experiments show, and GFAP dynamics may
represent only the “reactive” compartments of astrocytes, mainly at
the processes. Thus, subtle reexpansion of GFAP-positive processes
may be “buried” in a majority of GFAP-negative processes that may
not reexpand in filamentous actin staining. Finally, GFAP plasticity
and morphological changes in astrocytic processes may occur with
different time courses. A transient astrocytic swelling may promote

GFAP reorganization, but the two were modulated differentially. In
the brain, high K� after bursts can increase K� buffering in astro-
cytes (Kofuji and Newman, 2004) and AQP4 activity (Nagelhus et
al., 2004), which leads to astrocytic swelling. Astrocytic swelling elic-
ited by hypotonic stimulation can increase GFAP polymerization
and AQP4 expression (our unpublished data), as high K� did, and
rapidly facilitates regulatory volume decreases (Nabekura et al.,
2003; Evanko et al., 2004) or volume transportation through the
AQP4-containing astrocytic syncytium (Niermann et al., 2001). We
assumed that extracellular K� elevation after bursts increases AQP4
activity first, which leads to astrocytic swelling and GFAP polymer-
ization. The swelling is then quickly gone via regulatory volume
decreases and/or volume transportation through astrocytic syncy-
tium while GFAP filaments remain visible, resulting in the mismatch
between astrocytic morphology and GFAP expression.

An unexpected result is that GFAP was negatively associated with
actin in coimmunoprecipitation experiments. At the initial stage of
suckling, despite a GFAP expression decrease, the molecular associ-
ation between GFAP and actin increased, whereas, the partial recov-
ery of GFAP levels reduced such an association. It seems that GFAP
and astrocytic expansion need to remove a potential barrier effect of
filamentous actin, although association between GFAP and actin is
needed to retract membranes of astrocytic processes. In agreement
are this and the finding that hypotonic stimulation and glial swelling
are accompanied by actin depolymerization (Lascola and Kraig,
1996; Morán et al., 1996). It is important to further clarify the phys-
iological significance of the transient changes in the association be-
tween GFAP, AQP4, and actin during suckling.

Figure 6. GFAP plasticity and homeostasis of K �/water in response to OT/suckling. A, Confocal microscopy of GFAP in the SON
in slices. A1, Exemplary images of nuclei, GFAP, neurophysins (NPs), and their merges (from left to right) at control, OT (0.1 nM, 30
min), and OT (20 min before) plus transient high K � stimulation (Hi-K; 12 mM, 30 s). A2, Summary graphs (n � 6) showing
relative intensities of GFAP. A3, A4, GFAP expression in Western blots and summary graphs (n � 4). †p � 0.05 and ‡p � 0.01
compared with 0.1 nM OT at 30 min. B, Effects of suckling on AQP4 expression in confocal images (B1; n � 6) and in Western blots
(B3; n � 3) and their summary graphs (B2, B4 ), respectively. Other annotations refer to Figures 2 and 3.
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GFAP plasticity and glutamate metabolism/actions
Glutamate plays a central role in astrocytic neuronal interactions
(Swanson et al., 2004). Astrocytes modulate neurotransmission via
release of glutamate (Vesce et al., 2007) and D-serine (Martineau et
al., 2006) in soluble N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive factor attachment
protein receptor- and Ca2�-dependent manners (Takahashi et al.,
2007). In the present study, TeTx blocked most of the spontaneous
EPSCs and left only a few miniature EPSCs that were insensitive to
OT. EPSCs, particularly those occurring in clustered patterns, were
sensitive to L-AAA. Because the clustered EPSCs are likely a major
OT neuronal burst trigger (Wang and Hatton, 2004, 2007a), astro-
cytic glutamate metabolism and actions should play an important
role in the regulation of OT neuronal activity. Interestingly, the du-
ration and frequency but not amplitude of EPSC clustering play key
roles in burst generation shown by L-AAA actions.

Molecular interactions between GFAP and Glu-Syn and serine
racemase participate in glutamate metabolism/actions. The de-
creased association between GFAP and Glu-Syn during suckling
suggests a reduced molecular interaction between these two mole-
cules. In general, localization of GFAP is relatively stable; the associ-
ation of GFAP with Glu-Syn may restrain the conversion of gluta-
mate to glutamine around GFAP filaments. The retraction of GFAP
during suckling may reduce the conversion and increase extracellu-
lar ambient glutamate; the reduction of molecular association dur-
ing reexpansion of GFAP at the MER may allow this enzyme to
function beyond the limits of GFAP and quick removal of extracel-
lular glutamate. In contrast, serine racemase has no clear trend of
molecular association with GFAP during suckling. In immunostain-
ing, the expression of this enzyme was seen also in magnocellular
compartments and putative microglia in the SON (our unpublished
data). Thus, the involvement of D-serine in the MER may not be
limited to the astrocytes. Moreover, L-AAA inhibited the MER but

increased the amplitude of clustering EPSCs, suggesting that
D-serine promotion of NMDA receptor activation may not be criti-
cal for burst generation. The functions of GFAP are associated with
glutamate transporters, as shown by L-AAA actions and in other
systems (Sullivan et al., 2007). Although the roles of different types of
glutamate transporters remains to be explored in the SON during
suckling, it is likely that suckling may decrease the expression/or
function of these transporters, whereas the occurrence of MER par-
tially restore them.

Implications of studying astrocytic plasticity
Increases in OT secretion reduce GFAP expression and cause retrac-
tion of astrocytic processes, exerting the initial excitatory effects of
suckling. After synchronized bursts before the MER, high level of OT
and transient high K� increase GFAP expression, which helps to
maintain the homeostasis of the extracellular neurochemical envi-
ronment but leads to transient postburst inhibition. Similar mecha-
nisms may be applicable for glial–neuronal interactions in other
neural systems, although the neurotransmitters may vary.
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